
Dealer Does Not Pay Out Car To Dog Who Won 

Golf Contest After Reddit Pressure 

 
 
A New England car dealership is under fire after a Reddit user claimed today that they refuse to award his 
friend a 2014 Ford Fusion he won in a hole-in-one contest while dressed in a dog costume. Sounds like 
this story just went to the dogs! (Get it?) (Update: The dealer caved but the Hole in One 
Insurance company did NOT. See below.)P 

Redditor ptg33 over on r/WTF alleges that his although his buddy in the comically oversized dog suit won 
the hole-in-one contest sponsored by Quirk Auto Dealerships of Massachusetts and New Hampshire, the 
dealership refuses to award the Fusion on a technicality. Here's what he posted:P 

Background: My buddy hit a hole in one at a charity golf tournament. He was dressed in this costume 
(head was off) and it was at a "win a car" hole. The dealership is now saying they will not be giving him 
the car based on a technicality, even though it was 100% legit and the car dealership's rep (seen on the 
phone in the background) witnessed the whole thing. 

What I think it is, is they didn't bother insuring the contest. It was for a fully loaded 2014 Ford Fusion 
which has an msrp of around $35K. They never thought in a million years some asshole dressed up as a 
puppy would drain the shot, thus taking them for $30K plus. 

They said, that they required the hole to be 185 yards, but the pin placement was set up for 160ish. My 
argument is 1) No par 3 on this course can be that long (this was the longest), and 2) Why not figure this 
out before the tournament starts and you put a representative out there to witness it.P 

The redditor, ptg3, says he has contacted the local news in the Boston area for what he calls "a full on 
media blitz." (He did not immediately respond to a message request from Jalopnik.)P 

The ruff story (get it?!) must have gotten the dealership's attention, because they posted this on their 
Facebook page:P 

http://jalopnik.com/man-in-dog-costume-says-dealer-wont-give-him-car-after-1337654000
http://jalopnik.com/man-in-dog-costume-says-dealer-wont-give-him-car-after-1337654000
http://www.reddit.com/r/WTF/comments/1nwuy7/my_buddy_hit_a_hole_in_one_won_a_car_dressed_like/?sort=old
https://www.facebook.com/QuirkCars
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We are also reaching out to the dealership and the golf course. Hopefully the dealer didn't completely 
screw the pooch on this one, or they'll be facing the wrath of the entire Internet soon enough. (Okay, I'm 
done.). Golf Digest Planner / J Ryder Group an UPSTART Hole in One Insurer company and nubee into 
the New England Golf outing market has now turned down more claims in 2 years in our area than Hole-
in-WON.com did over 29 years and would Not return our calls on this matter P 

COMMENTS and Update 2: I just spoke to Daniel Mondello, who is Quirk's marketing director. He 
said that while the dealership did obtain insurance for this event, after the guy in the dog suit hit the hole 
in one from the 160 yard tee instead of the 185 yard tee, the insurance company refused to pony up. 
Instead, the dealership will be giving this golf-playing canine the car out of their own pocket. I say that's a 
pretty stand-up move. P61 

L  

Why didn't they buy insurance on this? That's how 99.9% of the dealerships do these sponsorships. You 
give the insurance company the value of the car, the course, the hole and the yardage. Then you make sure 
you tell the course the proper pin placement. AS LONG AS YOU PAY – HAVE A WITNESS THER – 
YARDGE IS PROPER, as a dealer you're not out anything. The insurance policy pays out. I've had 3 people 
hit this in 18 years. 10/07/13 4:57pm 

ddavidnUF1_nothing_else_matters 

11 L  

They stated that they did buy insurance. Maybe they Didn’t. If So... not sure what the problem was. 10/07/13 

5:09pm 

 

DennyCraneDennyCraneDennyCraneUddavidn 

51 L  

Rules stated the Hole In One had to be a 185 yard shot, but the shot was ~160 yards. 

My guess? They purchased insurance for a 185 yard shot, didn't pay attention when setting up the tee, 
insurance adjuster checked and found the discrepancy, and the low level grunt giving the shots freaked out 
and claimed he couldn't get the prize... Sad but still the proper call?10/07/13 5:23pm 

 

ddavidn  and 4 others... 

11 L  

"You guys ready to cry havoc and let slip the dogs of war?" 

 

That's how that went right? 

http://jalopnik.com/posts/1442156664/reply
http://jalopnik.com/why-didnt-they-buy-insurance-on-this-thats-how-99-9-o-1442156664
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http://jalopnik.com/man-in-dog-costume-says-dealer-wont-give-him-car-after-1337654000
http://jalopnik.com/posts/1442161334/reply


Edit: Well looks like they are going to make it right. Let's all go to the roof and do some Jaeger shots. 
10/07/13 5:05pm 

 

171 L  

Sounds like he got... 

 

...dogged by the dealer. 10/07/13 5:00pm 

 

Bob Loblaw Made Me Make a Phoney Phone Call to Edward RooneyUDragmasterflash 

31 L  

10/07/13 5:20pm 

 

KamikazePigeonUBob Loblaw Made Me Make a Phoney Phone Call to Edward Rooney 

121 L  
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So, he's going to hound them until he gets his car? 10/07/13 4:56pm 

11 L  

He's doggedly determined. 10/07/13 5:01pm 

51 L  

Dog pun. 10/07/13 5:15pm 

31 L  

Golf pun. 10/07/13 6:07pm 

1 L  

I believe this. I live in the area where Quirk makes his money. He has nine dealerships (all different 
manufacturers) within 15 minutes of each other. Everyone in my town has terrible experiences on his lots. 
I went to each dealership when I was looking for a car and hoped to have them work with me and but to no 
avail. Now, after the first dealership I thought that it was just poor luck of mine drawing bad management. 
Nope. All nine sucked. Bait and switch ads, not listening to customer wants/needs and a general air of 
superiority at each location. 

I test drove a Sonic RS because there was an overlap in someone else's car search with mine (and the 
Needing/Getting video by OK GO got me intrigued). As you may be aware by now, I'm not the most 
informed guy when it comes to cars. I just love them. When asked about my impression, I told the 
salesman that the drive was too short to evaluate and it would be better served on a longer route. Couldn't. 
I pointed out that the turbo lagged quite a bit in the parking lot, bugged me quite a bit when wanting to be 
a little more nimble under 30 mph...conversation immediately switched to where the cupholders were 
located. 

Looking at a Wrangler at the Chrysler/Jeep location...kid was good to talk with but because I wasn't 
serious about getting in a Wrangler I wasn't offered a test drive. I practically had to drag someone outside 
to look at one with me so I could sit down. 

People don't go to Quirk unless they absolutely have to. My family bought 5 cars from his dealers since the 
early 90's. We brought this up and the poor experiences we had in the past every time we go to the 
locations, saying "we would like to support our local dealers but we want respect and to be listened to." 
Conversation always turns to cupholders. 

I got my car at another Ford dealer and brought my mom to a Subaru dealer 15 miles away where we could 
actually talk with someone who listened. 

I hope this guy makes a stink and gets his car. It would be great to hear. 10/07/13 5:08pm 

 

dead_elvisUcazzyodo 

1 L  
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I went to each dealership when I was looking for a car and hoped to have them work with me and but to no 
avail. Now, after the first dealership I thought that it was just poor luck of mine drawing bad management. 
Nope. All nine sucked. 

& 

My family bought 5 cars from his dealers since the early 90's. 

Is that dogged determination? 

(Or are you guys just slow learners?)10/07/13 5:52pm 

 

cazzyodoUdead_elvis 

1 L  

He used to have one dealership in the 90's and good service. In the 00's he started to expand and 
everything went to shit. 

So neither. 10/07/13 7:36pm 

151 L  

That's because there's only one kind of car to give him. 

10/07/13 4:58pm 

2 participants@ 

1 L  

I'm actually a Marketing Director at a dealership group (okay, just came out of the closet there. It feels 
good) and having provided these hole-in-one cars for golf tournaments I'm always paranoid of something 
like this happening. You're sort of AT THE MERCY OF THE GOLF COURSE’S RESIDENT PRO and THE 
VOLUNTEERS RUNNING THE TOURNAMENT and THEY FOUL UP OFTEN.10/08/13 7:19am 
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troy.overtonUThe Scrambler says it can be done 

1 L  

Then, being a marketing guy with that knowledge beforehand, you stand in the best possible position to 
make a good decision about whether or not your company can participate in the event, and to what 
capacity. 10/08/13 12:33pm 

L  

I had a whole explanation written up, but Kinja isn't agreeing with Firefox so my comment box sort of 
disappeared. Long story short (because I'm not retyping that whole thing) determining whether you want 
to participate in a given tournament is a separate thing from the mechanics of purchasing insurance. tl;dr, 
the last thing any insurance provider wants to do is pay out an INVALID claim. 10/08/13 2:30pm 

11 L  

I just looked at the Facebook page and they have announced that they will be giving the guy his car leased. 
10/07/13 5:00pm 

 

ATX211UBlakeDaffy 

1 L  

Boy, they were really hoping to slide on that one it seems. 10/07/13 5:07pm 

11 L  to correct: 

"Hello Facebook - We will be awarding our Golf Tournament Winner a Brand new Ford Fusion. We want to let 

you know that we did indeed buy insurance and the official rules of the contest were NOT exactly followed (for 

one he's a dog). That said we think that our winner had "one hell of a great shot!" and the outfit was second to 

none! Congratulations Cujo! Come Forward and claim your prize!" 
10/07/13 5:04pm 

  

21 L  

Oh throw the dog a bone Quirk!10/07/13 5:00pm 
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 @  

a164353UPatrick George 

11 L  

The dealership followed though!10/07/13 4:58pm 

 @ 
Someone throw this guy a bone here.....10/07/13 5:00pm 

 @ 
In all seriousness. They SHOULD NOT give this guy the car. He got, what anyone in their right minds 
would call, a fair hole in one. That's pretty impressive. But Not according to the rules, you step over the 
foul line in basketball you do not get credit for it, it’s the same in golf and That's what the sign says. 

Looks like a case of the tail wagging the dog. Poo poo on that dealership. 10/07/13 5:04pm 

 @  

Limp Home ModeUPatrick George 

11 L  

Guess you can't teach old dogs new tricks, GD stealership tactics! 10/07/13 5:24pm 

 @  
Sounds like the guy has a bone to pick with the dealership. 10/07/13 5:06pm 

  
Its a dog-eat-dog world 10/07/13 5:00pm 
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